Tossed By The Wind
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Ephesians 4:14: Then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by every wind of doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes. This is the story of Tossed By The Wind, out on his own with deceptions of men. He was warned by his momma, don't listen to them. The waves and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes. Tossed By The Wind by Jimmy Needham - Pandora Paul used this analogy to describe those being tossed to and fro by the waves and carried about with every wind of doctrine. It also describes those today who choose to toss an island aside. Tossed By The Wind - Jimmy Needham (cifra para violão e guitarra) - aprenda a tocar com as cifras.
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